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Abstract: 3D audio spatializers for Virtual Reality (VR) can use the acoustic properties of the surfaces

of a visualised game space to calculate a matching reverb. However, this approach could lead to

reverbs that impair the tasks performed in such a space, such as listening to speech-based audio.

Sound designers would then have to alter the room’s acoustic properties independently of its

visualisation to improve speech intelligibility, causing audio-visual incongruency. As user expectation

of simulated room acoustics regarding speech intelligibility in VR has not been studied, this study

asked participants to rate the congruency of reverbs and their visualisations in 6-DoF VR while

listening to speech-based audio. The participants compared unaltered, matching reverbs with sound-

designed, mismatching reverbs. The latter feature improved D50s and reduced RT60s at the cost

of lower audio-visual congruency. Results suggest participants preferred improved reverbs only

when the unaltered reverbs had comparatively low D50s or excessive ringing. Otherwise, too dry

or too reverberant reverbs were disliked. The range of expected RT60s depended on the surface

visualisation. Differences in timbre between the reverbs may not affect preferences as strongly as

shorter RT60s. Therefore, sound designers can intervene and prioritise speech intelligibility over

audio-visual congruency in acoustically challenging game spaces.

Keywords: virtual reality; sound design; spatial audio; six degrees of freedom; game audio;

room-scale; congruence; plausibility

1. Introduction

Advancements in 3D audio spatializers for game engines allow a virtual room’s
geometry and surface materials to inform reverb simulation. These algorithms, such as
the one used in Google Resonance Audio, ask the sound designer to map the surfaces as
visualized to the acoustic properties of surface materials known to the algorithm [1,2]. The
algorithm then calculates the room’s corresponding reverb.

This strategy poses several unique artistic and technical challenges which the sound
designer must mediate. Firstly, the spatial audio algorithm may only contain a limited
number of surface materials that may not include corresponding options to the materials
as visualized, potentially limiting the designer’s ability to match the room’s acoustics to its
visualization. For example, Google Resonance Audio currently provides only a fixed set of
24 materials that can be matched to visuals [2].

Secondly, current reverberation algorithms, including commercial solutions, feature
simulation inaccuracies, leading to plausible but inauthentic renditions [3]. Additionally, a
one-to-one mapping mimicking real-world acoustics may not entirely be fit for purpose in
a game as the mapping may contradict an experience’s overriding artistic requirements,
such as expressing sensory hallucinations using audio [4]. Most importantly, game spaces
may be designed with an emphasis on, for example, storytelling and interactivity rather
than acoustic suitability [5], potentially leading to spaces with poor speech intelligibility.
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These challenges and their mitigation could introduce mismatches between what the player
sees and expects to hear, i.e., spatial audio-visual incongruence.

However, spatial audio-visual incongruence could cause quality-degrading effects
and negatively affect the player’s experience in VR ([6], p. 170). As users expect a reverb’s
RT60 to match the presented room size and its visualization [7], the incongruence between
a room’s visualization and expected auralization, also known as room divergence ([6], p. 170),
may negatively affect distance perception and externalisation of auditory events [8–12].
Furthermore, players can only tolerate spatial and temporal incongruence of audio-visual
stimuli to a limited degree [9,13]. In contrast, spatial audio-visual congruency may improve
both user experience [14] and multi-modal integration [15]. Therefore, avoiding spatial
audio-visual incongruence in VR is particularly important.

Resolving these artistic and technical challenges while minimizing room divergence
creates a unique dilemma for sound designers, especially when a room’s simulated acous-
tics would impair its designated use case. If the player is supposed to understand speech-
based audio in a highly reverberant, virtual room, should the surface materials used in
a room‘s auralization be changed independently from its visualization to reduce the re-
verberation time? While audio-visual incongruence regarding time, space and semantics
have been studied in six-degrees-of-freedom (6-DoF) VR, investigations towards room
divergence, sound designer intervention and speech intelligibility are under-researched.

This paper addresses this shortcoming by investigating participant expectations of
mediated reverberation of indoor spaces presented in 6-DoF VR within the technological
context of game experiences. Using a VR headset and reverberated speech-based test sig-
nals, this study placed participants in a stylized game world. The participants ranked four
reverberation options in three indoor spaces according to spatial audio-visual congruence.
The options are compared between a one-to-one mapping of a room’s surfaces as visualized
(“congruent reverbs”) and three alternatives (“sound-designed reverbs”). The alternatives
introduce intentional audio-visual mismatches in surface materials to improve a room’s
acoustics regarding speech intelligibility and overall timbre. The resulting ratings are then
tested for reliability, analysed using Plackett–Luce models (PLM) [16,17], correlated to their
corresponding RT60s and tested for underlying covariates.

This paper’s study design has the following aims:

• To answer whether speech intelligibility and a reverb’s timbre are more important to
users than congruency between a room’s visual representation and acoustics.

• To test if sound-designed room acoustics using strategic placement of alternative
surface materials lead to positive congruency ratings despite audio-visual mismatches.

• To estimate the extent to which sound designers can improve a room’s suitability
for speech.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides background information on
the design constraints of the experiment, while Section 3 describes the experiment design.
Section 4 presents the results, with Section 5 discussing the findings.

2. Background

Testing a participant’s expectation of room acoustics in multi-modal environments
such as 6-DoF VR is not straightforward, requiring consideration of various factors that
could obscure findings. The visual impact on spatial audio perception, plausibility testing
and test designs for studies in 6-DoF VR applications will be briefly discussed.

2.1. Visual Impact on the Perception of Spatial Audio

Firstly, visual stimuli can impact the perception of spatial audio. For example, the
visual content affects the perceived audio quality [18], sound localisation (ventriloquism
effect) [19–22] and distance perception of audio sources [23–25]. Sound localisation benefits
from the presence of a visual-spatial frame [26], and visual distance perception benefits
from the presence of reverberation [27]. However, the perception of reverberation may
not be affected by visual room impressions in virtual environments [28]. This finding may
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depend on the participant’s strategy for resolving audio-visual incongruence. Additionally,
audio-visual incongruence could impair cross-modal integration and thus lead to greater
cognitive load [29]. Finally, scene complexity and interactivity in 6-DoF VR may impede
quality judgments [30]. Thus, the experimental design must consider the interaction
between the audio and visual stimuli and their degree of change between trials to minimize
confounding factors.

2.2. Plausibility Testing

Plausibility testing of 6-DoF VR content is challenging. Lindau and Weinzierl de-
fine plausibility as the “perceived agreement with the listener’s expectation towards an
equivalent real acoustic event” [31]. The participant’s personal experience and expectation
become the reference—also called an inner reference—under which they judge the sim-
ulation [32]. Lindau and Weinzierl propose this concept as a criterion for evaluating VR
applications [31]. However, the inner reference can be ‘accurate, vague or wrong’; thus, the
listener’s expectation needs to be considered based on the “targeted group, their level of
training and experience, the content, and the use case” [33]. Furthermore, the context in
which the testing occurs must also be considered, including the sequence of plausibility
evaluations due to priming effects [32]. These findings imply that the testing process and
the experiment design may affect the observed experiment’s outcomes and that the results
may not fully be transferable from one population to another.

2.3. Testing of Participants in 6-DoF VR

Due to a lack of standards for the subjective evaluation of spatial audio-visual content
in headset-based 6-DoF VR, methodologies from prior VR studies and existing recommen-
dations would need to be adapted to obtain appropriate testing and participant screening
methods. Fela, Zacharov, and Forchhammer propose a framework for assessor selec-
tion [34]. It includes, among other aspects, a pre-screening questionnaire inquiring about
the participant’s audio-visual experience and several audio-visual tests evaluating the
participant’s discrimination ability to assess suitability for perceptual quality evaluation of
360◦ audio-visual content. Furthermore, the recommendation ITU-T P.919 suggests a limit
of 25 min of continuous stimuli rating, minimum specifications of head-mounted displays
(HMD), pre-and post-screening of subjects based on questionnaires or interviews, and the
inclusion of dummy test conditions used as references [35].

Brinkmann and Weinzierl provide an overview of VR/AR-specific user interfaces,
test procedures and toolkits, including examples of the application of MUSHRA, ABX or
yes/no-tests, and the rank-by-elimination procedure [6]. The latter is adapted to 6-DoF
VR by Rummukainen et al. and initially proposed by Wickelmaier et al. [16,36]. In the
rank-by-elimination method, the participant removes stimuli from a given set sequentially
while evaluating specific aspects of the stimuli. The order of removal corresponds to the
participant’s ranking of the stimuli. Robotham et al. recommend using this method in
multi-modal 6-DoF VR and reference-free testing due to its efficiency, mental demand and
participant effort compared to MSHR (multiple stimuli, hidden reference) methods [30].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Design Criteria of the Study

The study presented in this paper tests the following null hypothesis:

H0: Participants prefer a 1-to-1 mapping of a room’s surfaces as visualized to their acoustic
equivalents (room congruency) over a sound-designed mapping that improves upon a room’s speech
intelligibility or timbral colouration but induces room divergence.

The hypothesis assumes that speech intelligibility is improved when a room’s rever-
beration time is reduced [37,38] and a room’s timbre is improved when the reverberation
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has an even frequency response [39]. The hypothesis also assumes that the sound designer
cannot change a room’s visualization.

The experimental design was fit around the study’s hypothesis and the previously
discussed constraints of multi-modal testing in 6-DoF VR, resulting in the following criteria:

1. The participants’ movement in 6-DoF should be encouraged using natural walking as
self-motion may facilitate distance perception [40]. Additionally, minimizing the need
of artificial locomotion could reduce implementation complexities and the potential
for causing motion sickness [41–43].

2. To facilitate the participant’s natural movement, the study will run standalone on a
Meta Quest 2 HMD.

3. The room design should imitate real-world spaces: They should contain at least one
window and feature commonly used building materials that are visible in the game
space and available as an option in the reverberation algorithm. This criterion aims to
increase the chance that the participant may have experienced such a space before
and has a corresponding inner reference.

4. The test signal that excites the room’s reverberation should be emitted from the same
position as its visual representation to aid distance perception and audio-visual congruency.

5. The test environment should be of low complexity with few visual changes between
trials, and interaction should be limited to the bare essentials for the test.

6. Room acoustics will be adjusted by only optimising the mapping of the surface
materials between the audio and the visuals as per the definition of H0.

3.2. Test Environment

The study ran standalone on a Meta Quest 2 VR headset [44] with additional 3rd-party
accessories attached to the headset. The accessories attempted to alleviate some of the
constraints of the Quest 2. An alternative head strap facilitated personalising the headset’s
fit to the participant’s head. The head strap also provided an additional power source
that acted as a headset counterweight, leading to a more balanced weight distribution
and extended running time. The closed headphones (Austrian Audio Hi-X55) improved
the audio playback quality compared to the headset’s built-in speakers and minimized
disruption from real-world sound sources and in situ acoustics. The headphones’ audio
cable was coiled and tied to the head strap. The total weight of the headset, including
accessories, was 1173 grams.

The study used Unity 2021.3.14f1 [45] and additional 3rd-party SDKs. Unity’s XR Inter-
action Toolkit 2.2.0 leveraged access to the VR headset and facilitated the implementation of
user interaction [46]. FMOD 2.02.09 replaced Unity’s audio engine to facilitate audio imple-
mentation [47]. FMOD also integrated 3D spatial audio, including real-time reverberation
for movement in 6-DoF using its built-in binaural renderer Google Resonance Audio [47].
Resonance Audio uses a generalized HRTF based on the Sadie database [1]. The headphones’
frequency response was equalized via FMOD’s convolution real-time effect using an impulse
response created with the headphone calibration software AutoEQ 2.2.0 [48]. The visual assets
were sourced from Unity’s Asset Store and free online repositories [49–51]. All Platforms Save
exported user response data from Unity to JSON [52].

Despite Steam Audio potentially offering better acoustic simulations than Resonance
Audio when using Odeon as a benchmark [53], Resonance Audio was used. Resonance
Audio’s shoebox-type reverberation in FMOD facilitated the test design as changes in
the mapping of materials used in the acoustic simulation can be heard in real-time [2].
Also, Resonance Audio offered more options to adjust the timbre of the reverb through a
higher number of frequency bands with associated absorption coefficients. Furthermore,
the opportunities of the reverberation algorithm invited sound designer intervention as
some material combinations resulted in long reverb tails and stronger colouration than
others (see Section 3.4.2), creating the need for this study.

The study ran in one of the teaching rooms at the AudioLab at the University of York.
This room offered a quiet, large, unobstructed play space of approximately 5 m by 3 m.
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3.3. Test Design

The experiment consisted of four sections presented in VR in 6-DoF: the pre-test ques-
tionnaire, the visual identification test, the congruency test, and the post-test questionnaire.
The congruency test constituted the primary test of the study, whereas the others provided
background information about the participant’s experience and perception. Appendix A
contains the questionnaire used in the pre-and post-test questionnaire and lists the sources
on which the questions are based. Separating the questionnaires and tests into separate
sections (“scenes”) facilitated implementation and optimised the experiment to the Quest 2’s
processing resources. Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the experimental procedure.

enter VR

General information

Introduction

Participant Sheet

Consent form

Section 1:  
Pre-Test Questionnaire

Participant ID

Questionnaire (previous
experience)

Audio level test

Section 2: Visual Identification

Tr
ia

l Shown

Marble

7 Options

Concrete B

(...)

Glass

7-AFC: Identify visual wall
material, 6 trials

Section 3: Congruency

Rank by elimination: least to best
matching, 9 trials

Tr
ia

l Shown

Marble

4 Reverb
options

A (default)

B (var 1)

C (var 2)

D (var 3)

Section 4:  
Post-Test Questionnaire

Questionnaire 
(user experience of study)

Preparation to enter
VR

Explain testing
apparatus

Fit apparatus

exit VR

Study end

Opportunity for informal
discussion

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the experimental procedure, detailing the tasks and tests of each of

the study’s sections.

To test the participant’s understanding of the visuals, the visual identification test
asked the participant to identify the visual textures of selected surfaces in the virtual room
using a multiple-choice testing process and repeated measures design. Each trial tested
one surface material, with three different materials being tested. Once the participants had
identified the material, they selected the corresponding text label out of seven possible
options; however, only one option was correct. Each trial was repeated twice, leading to six
trials in total. The order of the trials was fully randomised. All participants experienced all
trials and all three surface materials.

To test the paper’s main hypothesis, the participant ranked the congruency of the
reverberation of virtual rooms in the congruency test using a ranking-by-elimination
procedure, considering the visible surface materials and the room’s size. This test played
back four reverberation stimuli per trial represented by the letters A to D. Each letter
corresponded to one reverberation option to be heard one at a time at will by the participant.
In each trial, the participant was first asked to listen to all the reverberation options while
moving slightly in the virtual play space. Then, they had to remove the least matching
reverberation option one by one. Removing the option from the list was final; no undo
was offered. One visual material covering most of the room’s surfaces was tested per
trial. Each surface material to be tested was associated with its tailored reverberation
options (Section 3.4.2).
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This test tested the same three surface materials as the visual identification task but
used three repetitions, leading to nine trials. The order of the trials and the association
of letters to stimuli was randomised. This randomisation encouraged the participant
to listen to each stimulus anew, restricting the potential for memorising the association
between audio and visual stimuli. The test’s duration was limited to 20 min to constrain
the maximum time spent in VR during the experiment and limit listening fatigue, staying
below ITU-T P.919 recommended maximum duration [35]. Unless stopped by the test’s
timeout, all participants answered all trials.

3.4. Spatial Audio-Visual Design

To avoid updating the participant’s inner reference of reverberation before the con-
gruency task (“priming”), the study’s sections were differentiated between outdoor and
indoor spaces and silent and reverberant indoor spaces.

3.4.1. Outdoor vs. Indoor Spaces

The outdoor spaces served as an arrival space for the participants to become accus-
tomed to the virtual environment and its acoustic representation in 3D spatial audio before
and after the two tests. They asked the participant to complete the questionnaires and read
the section’s test instructions without experiencing indoor reverberation. The participants
heard a quiet, atmospheric field recording of a mountain area with distant bird calls. The
recording was decoded from first-order Ambisonics to binaural audio based on the lis-
tener’s head orientation. Aside from a male speech prompt (“audio level test”) in Section 1,
no other sounds or reverberation were audible. The prompt played back a speech sample
in front of the participants, asking them to alert the experimenter if the audio level was too
high or too low.

The visual identification and congruency test occurred in the same virtual indoor
rooms. Each room shares the same dimension of 7 by 4 by 11 m (W × H × L) across trials
to minimize confounding variables. The room’s size of 308 m3 ensured an audible reverb
tail with the tested surface materials. The rooms of the visual identification task remained
silent to avoid priming the participant regarding the experiment’s reverberation before the
congruency test. The rooms of the congruency test contained the reverberation options
made audible by two test signals: a loop of male speech and a hum of a refrigerator.

The speech loop consisted of a male voice reading sentence 8 of list 1 of the revised
list of phonetically balanced sentences [54]. The loop ended with ≈800 ms of silence.
A 10 s reverb was applied on the recordist’s headphones during the recording of the
loop to encourage him to strongly enunciate the text’s consonants and add clear pauses
between words. The slow reading speed and silence between each loop improved speech
intelligibility in large spaces and highlighted the reverb’s spectral behaviour over time.

The speech signal emanated from an inanimate, low-poly humanoid avatar 5.75 m
from the participant’s default position. Its distance attenuation curve was set to fall off
quickly within 8 m. This set-up attenuated the speech’s direct signal at the default position
by approximately 20 dB to highlight the room’s reverberation to the participant. In other
words, the participant heard the test signal very reverberant. However, as the test’s
instructions encouraged, they could intuitively increase the speech’s direct signal level by
walking or leaning towards the sound source.

The congruency test also included a recording of a barely audible refrigerator hum,
emanating 8.67 m away from the participant’s default position and visualised by a low-poly
model of a refrigerator. The hum subtly excited the room’s reverberation to prevent the
room from falling silent in case the participant turned off the speech signal. The hum was
set to a barely perceivable level to avoid acting as a masking signal.

3.4.2. Reverberation Design in the Congruency Test

Unfortunately, Google only provided a reference mapping of colours to acoustic
surface materials in their reverberation demo scene, e.g., green for grass, dark blue-grey
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for rock [55]. A mapping to visual textured surfaces thus required user interpretation. The
authors created their mapping based on their understanding of Resonance Audio’s surface
material text labels and the labels of the visual textures provided by 3D artists. In some
cases, for example, with Resonance Audio’s label “Curtain, Heavy” or “Acoustic Ceiling
Tiles”, finding a corresponding visual depiction within asset libraries was challenging.
Because of this reason, we preceded the congruency test with the visual identification task.

The three main test materials—marble (“Marble”), curtain heavy (“Fabric”) and con-
crete blocks (“Blocks”)—constituted edge cases. The first two were chosen as they resulted
in intrinsically flawed reverberation when mapping the visual surface materials to acoustic
materials in a one-to-one fashion. “Blocks” was chosen as a control, as the one-to-one map-
ping did not impair speech intelligibility. These materials, one per trial, were assigned to
the front, right and back walls and ceiling (from the participant’s perspective). Comparing
absorption coefficients of these materials [56], the marble material resulted in an overly
long reverb tail as each frequency band absorbed very little acoustic energy; the fabric
material (“curtain, heavy”) resulted in a reverb tail with strong colouration towards the
low-frequency bands as the material absorbed lower frequencies less than higher frequen-
cies; the concrete blocks resulted in a relatively short and balanced reverb tail due to the
material’s relatively strong absorption across the frequency bands.

The left wall was assigned to a glass window, and the floor to a wooden parquet. The
material used for the floor reduced the room’s overall reverberation time slightly. The
window’s acoustic material avoided overly strong low-frequency absorption by using “glass
thin” rather than “glass thick” and facilitated the use of ambient light (see Section 3.4.5).

The test design compared each one-to-one mapping to three alternatives (Table 1). The
alternatives, except for reverb “J”, aimed to share the character of the one-to-one mappings
wherever possible or suitable while gradually reducing spectral imbalances or lowering
the reverb’s overall reverberation time (RT60) to improve speech intelligibility (D50). In
contrast, “J” is used as an anchor to test if the one-to-one mapping of “I” is perceived as
too short. The gradual improvements in acoustics between the alternatives are made by
assigning plausible materials used for room acoustic treatments with increasingly higher
absorption coefficients and strategic placement on the walls, e.g., “glass thick” instead of
“glass thin” and “brick” instead of “marble” (reverb “B”). Changing the materials of the
ceiling or floor has a larger effect than adjusting a side wall due to their difference in surface
area. Furthermore, the negative impact of the alternative materials on the reverb’s spectral
balance or overly strong absorption required replacing materials on additional surfaces,
e.g., “concrete block coarse” on the ceiling instead of “curtain heavy” to soften the impact
of “transparent” on the walls (“F”).

Table 2 provides general information about each room’s mean RT60 and the ratio
between the low, mid, and high-frequency bands. The RT60s were reported by Resonance
Audio using its reverb baking functionality. The mean is calculated across nine frequency
bands running from 63 Hz to 8000 Hz. The ratio is based on the maximum RT60 in a
grouped frequency band, indicating the room’s timbre. The low band considers the octave
bands 63, 125 and 250 Hz; the mid-band corresponds to 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz; the high
band corresponds to 4000 and 8000 Hz. For example, reverbs “E“ and “G” may appear
boomy, whereas “H” appears rather bright and “F” is more neutral. Plots comparing the
different reverberations’ RT60 per test material are supplied in Appendix B (Figures A1–A3).

Table 2 also shows a room’s mean D50. The D50 is an objective measure correlating
to a room’s speech intelligibility, with higher values indicating better speech intelligibility
and a Just Noticeable Difference (JND) of 5% [57,58]. The D50s were derived from impulse
responses using Angelo Farina’s Aurora Plugins for Audacity [59] and calculated according
to ISO 3382 [58]. The impulse responses were generated using a Dirac impulse placed at
the speech signal’s position, captured at the listener’s default position [58] and recorded in
Reaper [60] using the soundcard’s loopback function (RME Babyface). The Dirac impulse
was used as the T20 measure derived from it approximated Resonance Audio’s reported
values closer than an exponential sine sweep (see Figure A4 in Appendix B). Using an
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exponential sine sweep for IR measurement in Resonance Audio resulted in excessive
background noise, obscuring reliable measurements. This effect was also encountered
in [61]. To obtain a single value for the D50, the D50 has been averaged from 500 to 1000 Hz
across three measurements/impulse responses according to [58].

Table 1. Overview of the surface mapping of the reverberation options, labelled A to L, per test

material, i.e., “Marble”, “Fabric”, and “Blocks”, using the text labels provided by Resonance Audio.

Marble Reverbs
Surface A B C D

left glass thin glass thick glass thick glass thick
right marble marble marble marble
floor parquet on concrete parquet on concrete wood panel wood panel

ceiling marble brick bare wood panel marble
back marble marble marble marble
front marble marble marble marble

Fabric Reverbs
Surface E F G H

left glass thin glass thick glass thin glass thick
right curtain heavy transparent fiberglass insulation concrete blocks coarse
floor parquet on concrete wood panel parquet on concrete wood panel

ceiling curtain heavy concrete block coarse acoustic ceiling tiles concrete blocks coarse
back curtain heavy transparent fiberglass insulation concrete blocks coarse
front curtain heavy transparent fiberglass insulation acoustic ceiling tiles

Blocks Reverbs
Surface I J K L

left glass thin glass thick glass thick glass thin
right concrete block coarse concrete block coarse concrete block coarse concrete block coarse
floor parquet on concrete wood panel acoustic ceiling tiles wood panel

ceiling concrete block coarse concrete block painted concrete block coarse concrete block coarse
back concrete block coarse concrete block painted concrete block coarse concrete block coarse
front concrete block coarse concrete block painted concrete block coarse acoustic ceiling tiles

Table 2. Overview of the reverbs’ relevant room acoustic parameters per test material.

Marble A B C D

RT60 mean (s)/(SD) 3.86 (0.69) 2.65 (0.61) 1.49 (0.71) 2.16 (0.92)
RT60 relative to one-to-one mapping (%) 69 39 56
Ratio (low:mid:high) 1.00:1:0.93 0.81:1:1.00 0.43:1:0.98 0.48:1:1.01
D50 mean (%)/(SD) 29 (1.77) 36 (1.34) 44 (2.09) 39 (0.68)

Fabric E F G H

RT60 mean (s)/(SD) 0.62 (0.56) 0.24 (0.03) 0.24 (0.14) 0.45 (0.11)
RT60 relative to one-to-one mapping (%) 38 39 73
Ratio (low:mid:high) 2.54:1:0.48 0.78:1:1.07 1.92:1:0.72 0.69:1:1.20
D50 mean (%)/(SD) 62 (3.34) 66 (0.91) 68 (2.26) 58 (0.94)

Blocks I J K L

RT60 mean (s)/(SD) 0.63 (0.15) 1.00 (0.32) 0.3 (0.05) 0.48 (0.11)
RT60 relative to one-to-one mapping (%) 157 47 75
Ratio (low:mid:high) 0.75:1:1.15 0.61:1:1.08 0.88:1:1.15 0.72:1:1.16
D50 mean (%)/(SD) 55 (1.76) 50 (0.35) 66 (0.77) 57 (2.01)

3.4.3. Scenery

Discussing the visual scenery, the pre-test and post-test questionnaires placed the
participant outdoors in a low-poly, mountain-like environment within a “sandbox” con-
sisting of a frame around the floor (Figure 2a). A model of a “rising” sun was shown on
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the participant’s left, as well as a spotlight attached to a trussing rig behind the participant
on their right. Further 3D models of small and large stones, a cube of 1 m3 (“the reference
cube”), a monolith indicating the current section, and inanimate humanoids were placed
across the scene. The user interface (UI) was floating at a fixed, central position in the
virtual space.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Screenshots of the experiment. (a) One of the outdoor environments with floating UI and

reference objects. (b) The indoor environment of the congruency test, including the reference objects,

floating UI, and trial information

The visual identification and congruency tests placed the participants first in a similar
outdoor environment, presenting them with the test instructions. The participants were
then transferred to an indoor environment for the tests (Figure 2b). A partially opaque
window on the participant’s left allowed them to see the previous mountain environment.
The test instructions were written on the front wall. Additional objects included a floating
panel containing the UI, the reference cube, the sandbox frame and general information
about the current trial (trial and block number, elapsed time). The congruency test also
included low-poly models of a humanoid and a fridge.

3.4.4. Scale

Care has been taken to give the participant a consistent sense of scale. The reference
cube, sandbox frame and floor contained grid-like textures that indicate a visual-spatial
frame, as recommended in [26]. This frame was further reinforced by adding humanoid
models, providing an intuitive, human-centred reference. Furthermore, the textures rep-
resenting real-world materials approximated the scale of their real-world counterparts
wherever possible to avoid contradictions in the visual-spatial frame.

3.4.5. Lighting

Two light sources provided lighting for the scenery. The sun provided general ambient
lighting. The sun’s angle was set low to illuminate the right wall and floor of the scenery
via the large window. The spotlight provided accent and task lighting to ensure the
illumination of the central humanoid model, UI panel and floor. The shadows for these
props were deactivated to conserve GPU processing power. The UI’s text was unlit, i.e.,
unaffected by the scenery’s lighting. The lighting remained unchanged for the outdoor and
indoor environments to avoid adding confounding variables.

As recommended by [62] to reduce GPU and power consumption, the ambient lighting
was pre-computed and stored into the 3D object’s texture (“baked”). However, the baking
procedure required the test’s materials to be set up as separate rooms within a Unity
scene so that each material’s associated texture could receive baked lighting, affecting the
experiment’s locomotion design.
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3.5. Locomotion and User Interface

From the participant’s point of view, the study includes no artificial motion,
i.e., their movement in 6-DoF in the real world corresponds to their movement in the
virtual world. However, as the rooms containing the test’s materials were separated in
space, a teleportation system was required to transport participants between trials from one
room to another and between the study’s sections. These transitions occasionally became
visible as a brief, bright blue flash. The system teleports the participants to the same default
position for every trial and section.

The user interface consisted of a flying panel presenting the UI. The UI contained text
and buttons the participant activated by pointing at them with their hand-held controller
and pressing its trigger button. The participant’s hands were represented in VR through a
3D model of a hand-held controller; no other limbs of the participant were represented.

3.6. Study Exclusion Criteria

Exclusion criteria were set to protect the safety of the participants, reduce the risk of
infection by using a shared experiment apparatus and enable the participant to complete
the study. This included:

• Limiting the participant’s age to fall between 18 and 60 years.
• Requiring the participant to be able to operate two hand-held controllers and a VR

headset with headphones and be able to sit, stand and walk unassisted.
• Excluding participants with active medical conditions, such as open wounds, heart or

neurological conditions, implanted electronics or photosensitivity.
• Excluding participants with self-determined low vision or major hearing impairments

and vulnerable groups.

No harsher exclusion criteria for hearing abilities were set to increase participant
eligibility. Ethnicity or gender have not been considered as confounding factors and,
therefore, have not been controlled through targeted population sampling.

4. Results

4.1. Participant Demographics

Participants were recruited through university newsletters, and 19 individuals partici-
pated in the study. These individuals were students or staff from the university’s School of
Physics, Engineering and Technology or XR Stories’ project team (“convenience sampling”),
with most of the individuals being recruited from the audio engineering department. Par-
ticipants were mostly male (89.5%), aged between 18 and 60. To aid compliance with
GDPR data protection regulations and data anonymization, the participants’ exact ages,
genders and ethnicities were not collected. Participants were not compensated for their
time. Obtaining a larger sample size was not possible within the project constraints.

Convenience sampling was the preferred method of choice. It ensured that most
participants would have had some form of audio training and would be able to discriminate
the differences in the aural stimuli. Non-expert listeners were included in the data analysis
as their rating performance did not substantially differ from the expert listeners.

According to the pre-test questionnaire, most participants were professionally or
academically involved in audio or acoustics (78.9%, 15 participants), leading to a population
bias towards participants with some form of audio training. This bias is slightly reflected in
experience with spatial audio via loudspeakers, as 47.4% (9) have weekly or monthly and
36.8% (7) have seasonal exposure. However, this bias in audio training is not reflected in
previous experience with VR, as an equal number of participants have either only yearly or
never spent time in VR before as those who have on a monthly or weekly basis (42.1%, 8).

The main results of the visual identification task and post-test questionnaire will be
briefly included in the discussion of the findings of the congruency test.
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4.2. Congruency Test

The mean time to complete this test was 786.70 s (SD 228.53 s). The mean duration per
trial is 88.95 s (SD 39.94 s, minimum 18.08 s, maximum 282.42 s). Two participants did not
complete all the trials due to running out of time, leading to missing data. Missing data
have been excluded from the analysis for the specific trial.

Most participants used their freedom in 6-DoF to explore the rooms (Figure A5). The
mean distances walked were higher in the first trial (14.4 m, SD 10.22 m) than in the last
(2.5 m, SD 2.24 m). Thus, most participants spent more time near their default position
in subsequent trials. One participant required manual re-alignment of the virtual space
with the play space in trial 5, leading to an artefact in the data. Furthermore, on average,
participants approached the sound source by 0.41 m (SD 0.18 m) in all trials and by 0.8 m
(SD 0.53 m) in the first trial, leading to an increase in its direct level by 2.9 LU (dB) and
5.3 LU (dB) at these listening positions.

4.2.1. Reliability Tests Performed on the Ratings

A Chi-square goodness-of-fit test was used to assess if each trial’s rankings were
random, comparing the distribution of the observed rankings with assumed rankings
based on mean ranks [63]. The null hypothesis tests if the distributions are the same [63].
Table 3 shows that this null hypothesis can be rejected for each trial, as the observed ratings
differ significantly.

Table 3. Chi-square statistic and the p-value of the goodness-of-fit test between observed ratings and

assumed random ratings per material and trial repetition. The test statistics were calculated using the

PMR R-package [64].

Marble Fabric Blocks

Trial 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
χ

2 39.82 41.97 38.44 16.45 32.49 9.27 12.28 28.07 12.47
p <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.012 0.003 <0.001 0.003

However, the observed ratings show poor agreement with each other and high vari-
ability in some instances. Counting the number of different ratings for the same reverb,
for example, “L” received a different rating in each trial from 61.1% of the participants,
whereas “A” received the same rating in all repetitions from 82.4% of the participants
(Table 4). Results of the calculation of the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) support
this impression of variability (Table 5). The ICC is computed over the ratings and trials per
material type using a two-way mixed effects model, absolute agreement and a single-rater
unit [65]. The calculations indicate poor absolute agreement between the participants for
the conditions “Fabric” and “Blocks” and good agreement for “Marble”, ICC = 0.33, 0.29,
0.73 respectively and p < 0.001 in all three conditions (Table 5).

Table 4. Number of different ratings (#) for the same reverb across trials.

Marble Fabric Blocks
# A (%) B (%) C (%) D (%) E (%) F (%) G (%) H (%) I (%) J (%) K (%) L (%)

1 82.4 35.3 58.8 29.4 27.8 0.0 16.7 11.1 11.1 27.8 0.0 11.1
2 17.6 47.1 41.2 70.6 38.9 61.1 77.8 72.2 66.7 55.6 72.2 27.8
3 0.0 17.6 0.0 0.0 33.3 38.9 5.6 16.7 22.2 16.7 27.8 61.1

Friedman tests were run to confirm whether the distributions of the ratings per condition
and option differ significantly between the trial repetitions. Although the p-values diverge
between the different options, with “D”, “F”, “H” and “J” having the lowest p-values (0.097,
0.121, 0.118, 0.115 respectively), none falls below the significance threshold of a < 0.05.
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Table 5. Results of calculating the ICC using the psych R-package using a two-way mixed effects

model, single-rater unit and absolute agreement [66]. The ICC is calculated across the four reverb

options and 3 trial repetitions per material condition.

95% Confidence Interval F Test with True Value 0

Material Type ICC
Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

F df1 df2 p

Marble ICC2 0.73 0.56 0.89 53 11 198 0.000
Fabric ICC2 0.33 0.17 0.6 10 11 198 0.000
Blocks ICC2 0.29 0.15 0.57 8.9 11 198 0.000

4.2.2. Plackett–Luce

For fitting the ranking vectors to Plackett–Luce models, the PlackettLuce R-package
was used [67], as suggested in [16]. It calculates the likelihood of an item to be selected in
worth relative to a reference item; item worth “corresponds to the ranks provided by the
subjects” [63,67]. The PlackettLuce package also computes Z tests if there are significant
differences between the worth of the items relative to the reference [67].

Figure 3 presents the estimated worth (log) per test material across trials. Reverbs “A”,
“E” and “I” correspond to the one-to-one mapping of visual to acoustic materials and are
set as the reference to which the PLM compares the alternative reverbs.

Marble Fabric Blocks
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Figure 3. PLM parameter estimates in logarithmic worth for the reverb options across trials per

material type. Higher worth values will result in participants giving a higher rank to the options.

The spread and variability of the worth estimates between the material conditions
relative to the one-to-one mapping differ greatly. All reverb options in “Marble” are
rated significantly higher than “A” in all trials. Reverb “C” performs best (mean z = 4.49,
p < 0.001), followed by “D” (mean z = 3.65, p < 0.001) and “B” (mean z = 2.9, p < 0.01). In
contrast, the worth estimates vary considerably for reverb “F”, “G”, and “H” across trials
in “Fabric”. “F” and “G” perform better than “E”, especially in trial 2 (z = 4.2, p < 0.001;
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z = 4.04, p < 0.001), but “H” does not significantly perform better than “E” in any of the trials
(mean z = 0.98, p = 0.42). When using “F” as the reference of comparison, the estimated
item worth for “G” does not differ from “F” significantly across all trials. In “Blocks”,
reverb “J” performs worst compared to “I” (mean z = −3.38, p < 0.01), followed by “K”
(mean z = −2.00, p < 0.1). However, there is no significant difference in item worth between
“I” and “L”.

These results are mirrored in Table 6, which shows the median PLM’s estimate of
the probability of a reverb option being ranked highest when averaged across trials. “C”
remains distinctly the highest-rated in “Marble”, whereas “Fabric” and “Blocks” essentially
share ties between the two best-ranked options (“F” and “G”; “I” and “L”).

Table 6. Median probability of a reverb ranked highest as estimated by the PLM per trial and averaged

across trials.

Marble Fabric Blocks
A B C D E F G H I J K L

Median (%) 0.4 7.7 67.8 20.1 9.0 42.0 41.7 16.3 37.1 8.5 16.0 36.6

4.2.3. Correlation between RT60 and Ratings

The correlation between a reverb’s probability of being rated best and its associated
RT60 was calculated. Visual inspection of a scattergraph revealed a nonlinear relationship
between the two variables and an association between a lower RT60 and a higher rating in
most cases (Figure 4). “Blocks” in all trials and “Fabric” in trial 3 form exceptions to this
observation. Due to the nonlinearity and non-monotonic behaviour of the two variables,
distance correlation was used to calculate the correlation between the two variables, as
proposed by Szekely et al. [68]. A zero value would imply that both variables are inde-
pendent. The calculation, using the R-package energy [69] and based on the conditions’
mean probabilities, revealed a highly correlated relationship between the two variables for
“Marble” (R = 0.89) and “Fabric” (R = 0.92), and a good correlation for “Blocks” (R = 0.71).

4.2.4. Effect of Other Covariates on Ratings

To better understand the study’s potential effect on the inner reference of the par-
ticipants, their ratings were grouped according to their first experienced test condition
(“first”). Eight participants encountered the condition “Fabric” as their first trial in the test,
six experienced “Blocks” first and five experienced “Marble” first. These groups are com-
pared to a “control” group who initially experienced another condition. For “Fabric”, this
resulted in 11 participants and 13 in “Blocks”. The subdivision for “Marble” was ignored
as their ratings were less subject to change. PLMs were calculated separately per condition
and grouping. Additionally, Mann–Whitney U tests using an exact sampling distribution
for U were run in IBM SPSS to check for significant differences between the distribution
of the ratings of these two groups [70,71] (see Table 7). The distribution of the rating of
“F” differed significantly only in the first trial and not in its subsequent trials, p = 0.041
compared to p = 0.545 and p = 0.659. The PLM estimates for “I” suggested a similar effect,
but a Mann–Whitney U test did not support this impression, p = 0.152 compared to p = 1
and p = 1.

As “Blocks” were the only condition in which a sufficient number of participants
misidentified the surface material at least once (N = 8), Mann–Whitney U tests were
performed for the condition’s first trial to analyse whether this misidentification led to
different distributions of the ratings between the two groups (identification correct vs
incorrect). However, no significant differences were found in the distributions of the rating
scores for each “I” and “L”, U = 54.5, p = 0.395, z = 0.919 and U = 34.5, p = 0.442, z = −0.822
(Table 8). Therefore, based on the available data in this paper, a visual surface identification
test may not be necessary.
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Table 7. Difference in rating between participants’ first impression of a particular material condition

compared to later trials. Only the reverb options “F” and “I” are shown here for brevity, as these

options showed the highest rating in the “first” group.

Fabric Blocks
F 1 F 2 F 3 I 1 I 2 I 3

N (control) 11 11 11 13 13 12
N (first) 8 8 7 6 6 6

PLM top rank (control) 28.6% 52.7% 27.5% 31.9% 30.6% 30.6%
PLM top rank (first) 77.1% 41.5% 25.6% 62.2% 33.2% 42.4%

Mean rank (control) 12.27 9.32 9.05 11.31 10 9.5
Mean rank (first) 6.88 10.94 10.21 7.17 10 9.5
U 19 51.5 43.5 22 39 36
p (exact) 0.041 0.545 0.659 0.152 1 1
z −2.223 0.684 0.473 −1.581 0 0

Table 8. Difference in ranking distribution between incorrect and correct surface material identifica-

tion, calculated with SPSS using an exact sampling distribution for U [70,71].

Blocks
I 1 J 1 K 1 L 1

Mean rank (incorrect) 8.69 9.06 9.81 11.19
Mean rank (correct) 10.95 10.68 10.14 9.14
U 54.5 51.5 45.5 34.5
p (exact) 0.395 0.545 0.904 0.442
z 0.919 0.682 0.129 −0.822
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5. Discussion

The results of the PLM and the correlation between RT60 and rating probability
show that the paper’s main hypothesis (H0), i.e., participants preferring congruent spaces
over sound-designed spaces, needs to be considered based on the condition of speech
intelligibility when using speech-based test signals.

The H0 can be rejected in spaces with low D50s or excessive ringing, as seen in “Marble”
and “Fabric”. Their sound-designed options were rated significantly higher than those
resulting from a one-to-one mapping from visual to acoustic materials. The highest-rated
options featured the highest D50 and shortest RT60 options, the latter corresponding to
a duration between 38% and 39% of the one-to-one mapping’s mean RT60. This finding
is consistent with Kolarik et al., who suggest listeners may overestimate room sizes in
reverberant rooms [72]. Therefore, RT60s should be shortened in very reverberant or
spectrally imbalanced spaces.

However, the H0 cannot be rejected when a room’s D50 is already high enough to
indicate sufficient speech intelligibility, as shown in the ratings in “Blocks”. The compar-
atively low ratings of the sound-designed options highlight an upper and lower limit of
acceptable RT60s in this case.

This upper and lower limit suggests two conclusions. Firstly, if the original mapping
does not impair speech intelligibility, improving the room acoustics further could cause
perceived room divergence or have a negligible effect. Thus, unprompted sound design
may confuse the participants, which may be reflected in an overall low absolute agreement
between the raters. Secondly, participants seem to expect reverberation times relative to
visualised surface materials and room size, as the best-rated options in “Fabric” had a
lower RT60 than the best-rated options in “Blocks”. This finding aligns with the participant
behaviour described in Burnett et al. [7]. Therefore, RT60s should only be shortened
where necessary.

Timbral differences in the reverb options may affect preference ratings less than
suitability for speech-based signals. For example, “G” should have been rated higher
than “F” consistently, as the visual materials used in the “Fabric” condition should have
suggested a reverb having higher reverberance at low frequencies. Similarly, the room’s
visualization in “Marble” should have suggested more pronounced reverberation at low-
mid frequencies, yet “C” was preferred instead despite its reverberance at high frequencies.

The paper’s findings could affect a variety of production contexts. If good speech
intelligibility is required in a game space, sound designers should optimize a room’s D50
in worst-case scenarios instead of ensuring overly strong congruence to a room’s visual
appearance. In less-worst-case scenarios, the upper and lower bounds of expected RT60
must be considered, and sound designer intervention may not be necessary. Finally, as a
factor associated with the use case of spaces, speech-intelligibility could also be considered
in automated reverb estimation of complex visual scenes, such as the method shown in [73],
to skew the results towards “stylisation” to account for listener preferences or improve
accessibility for the hard of hearing [74].

5.1. Limitations

The study’s findings are subject to limitations due to the study’s experiment design
and low sample size when participants are separated into groups.

The participants’ ratings may have been biased towards speech intelligibility due to
the experiment design. Resonance Audio’s reverb may have obscured the speech stimuli
due to its inherent background noise (see Section 3.4.2). However, the negative impact
of Resonance Audio’s background noise may have been mitigated by the participant’s
ability to move in 6-DoF, improving the ratio between the direct and reverberated speech
signals. The tracking data show that most participants followed this encouragement in
movement. However, more research is needed to support this observation. An additional,
non-speech-based test signal could have provided a baseline to distinguish between the
perception of room congruence and speech intelligibility. This alternative was dropped
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during the study’s development to reduce experiment duration in favour of a repeated
measure design.

As the listener is placed into a stylized, game-like environment, the participant’s expec-
tation may also be skewed towards unrealistic spatial audio-visual representation of space.
They may assume “perfect” speech intelligibility over realism, as common in mediated
experiences and known as “verbocentrism” in cinematic experiences [75]. Furthermore,
the reverb’s quality may also not have been sufficient to excite realism, as only 42.1% (8)
participants agreed with finding a suitable reverb option for the rooms presented. However,
the study aimed to improve the understanding of the user’s expectation of reverbs in
game-like spaces using readily available technologies, which led to this experiment design.

The impact of the order of experienced conditions and their repeated presentation
may affect ratings, as suggested in [32]. This effect is shown in the significant differences
in the rating of “F” compared to their control group and subsequent ratings. However,
this effect was not observed in other conditions, nor did it affect the overall distribution
of the ratings independently of the grouping. Due to the subdivision of participants into
exclusive groups leading to low, uneven sample sizes per condition, the statistical power
of this finding is limited. Furthermore, the Friedman tests calculated per reverb option
showed that a repeated rating of the same stimuli may not be necessary, as the distribution
of the ratings overall did not change significantly.

5.2. Future Work

Future studies could provide additional evidence towards the preference of speech intel-
ligibility over room congruence in game spaces presented in VR with alternative experiment
designs. The repeated measurement design could be replaced with more stimuli to be rated
to increase the number of data points available, increasing the detail to support the findings.
A larger range of test signals could be used to distinguish between the spatial needs of the
test signals and overall spatial audio-visual congruency. Additionally, direct methods of
audio quality evaluation could be used to rate the reverb options [30], which may feature
less noise than the ranking-by-elimination procedure used in this paper (see Section 4.2.1).
Several sound designers could “tune” the rooms, and their interventions could be compared
to differentiate between personal approaches to spatial audio-visual mapping.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Questions asked in the pre-and post-questionnaire listed in presentation order. The column

“Edited” refers to the question being altered to fit the study’s context.

Item Question Source Edited

Pre_1 Are you professionally or academically involved in audio or acoustics? [34] n
Pre_2 How often do you experience spatial audio via loudspeakers in the cinema, at home or at work? [34] y
Pre_3 How often do you play first-person shooter games in VR or non-VR?
Pre_4 How often do you spend time in VR
Post_1 In this study, I always found a matching reverb tail among the options offered.
Post_2 Regarding choosing a matching reverb, I thought the system was easy to use. [76] y
Post_3 While I was in the virtual environment, I had a sense of “being there”. [77] n

Appendix B
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Figure A1. RT60s of “Marble” as reported by Resonance Audio. Percentages in the legend refer to the

reverb’s mean probability estimate of being ranked best.
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Figure A2. RT60s of “Fabric” as reported by Resonance Audio. Percentages in the legend refer to the

reverb’s mean probability estimate of being ranked best.
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Figure A3. RT60s of “Blocks” as reported by Resonance Audio. Percentages in the legend refer to the

reverb’s mean probability estimate of being ranked best.
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Figure A4. RT60 of reverb I of “Blocks” as reported by Resonance Audio (“Resonance”) compared to

T20s derived from impulse response measurements using a 10s exponential sine sweep (“Sweep”),

an anechoic recording of a starter pistol (“Pistol”) [78,79] and a Dirac impulse. The sweep-based

T20 differs substantially below 4000 Hz from the RT60 reported by Resonance Audio, whereas the

Dirac-based T20 is more similar, especially in the frequency bands from 250 to 4000 Hz. The mean

RT60s averaged across 250 to 4000 Hz are 1.147833 s (“Sweep”), 0.860667 s (“Pistol”), 0.699500 s

(“Dirac”) and 0.679867 s (“Resonance”).
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Figure A5. Top-down view of the participants’ movement patterns as a 2D histogram. “X” marks

the position of the sound source. The histograms’ units of the x and y axis are in meters. The

colours indicate the amount of time spent at a specific position. There is a general preference for the

participants to remain near their default position. Participant 2 required a manual re-alignment of the

virtual space with the play space, leading to a disjunct movement pattern.
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